
MEMORY EFFECT - A generative canon for up to 10 PCs
By Toy Satellite and presented by Andrew Garton & Justina Curtis


Memory Effect is derived from Global Positioning System data and anecdotal sound and image references defining movement within what could be termed as scalable memory.

Memory Effect is a generative composition in up to ten, five minute movements. Each movement is comprised of three synthesised voices. Each voice is derived from a tone generator, particle synthesiser (granulator) and tap-step delay.

Each iteration of a single movement is defined by the GPS coordinates of the location that movement was conceived in. For example, Memory Effect 002 S27°31.479' E153°06.672', the 2nd movement in the series was composed at a specific location Brisbane as defined by the coordinates in the title.

Accompanying the composition is a video work entitled, Rot Emulsion. Created from several reels of found 35mm feature film footage, Rot Emulsion depicts film in various degrees of degradation. Each reel had been exposed to rain, heat, street grime and other unknown environmental conditions. 

Rot Emulsion was constructed by hand-feeding each reel, fragment by fragment, piece by piece, into a Moviola, a 1940-1950 35mm non-linear editing machine, a video camera mounted above the frosted-glass viewer capturing each eroded frame. Fragmented faces, vehicles and buildings appear as ghost memories in amongst the weather damaged emulsion.

Background to Memory Effect
Memory Effect is a GPS.dev project. GPS.dev is a Toy Satellite software development project exploring 3D representation of Global Positioning System data, as well as the use of this information to map personal narratives, both visual and aural.

Memory Effect 001 was commissioned for the opening of Iteration 2, the second international conference on generative systems in the electronic arts, Monash University, 2001.

Memory Effect 002 was commissioned for the international streaming project, Devolve Into, supported by Western Front, Kunstradio ORF, and Bayerischer Rundfunk.

Rot Emulsion was originally produced for the Toy Satellite installation, Tat Fat Size Temple, commissioned by ORF/KunstRadio for Sound Drifting, Ars Electronica, 1999.
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About Toy Satellite
Toy Satellite, established in 1995, is an artists run multidisciplinary production house producing original and collaborative works for the web, radio, theatre and film.

About Andrew Garton
Andrew Garton is a sound/radio and hybrid media artist. His sound pieces have been commissioned and broadcast by KunstRadio (ORF, Austria), the Listening Room, ABC Classic FM and rebroadcast on Radio 4, Netherlands. His new media work has been supported by the Australian Film Commission, ABC Online, Ars Electronica, Melbourne Fringe Festival, Multimedia Arts Asia Pacific, Melbourne International Film Festival, Taipei International Arts Festival. 

Andrew is co-founder of Toy Satellite and Secession Records and was active in the formation of Australia's earliest public internet provider, Pegasus Networks. He has performed with the Electro Pathological Consort, the International Theremin Ensemble and is writer and director of the screaming choir, Fierce Throat. He releases under the names Lost Time Accident and Dark Ambient Operators. He graduated in 2000 with an MA in Animation and Interactive Media at RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia.

About Justina Curtis
Justina is a co-founder and Director of Toy Satellite, working with the Association for Progressive Communication Women's Networking Support Program through Community Communications Online (c2o) in Australia and Asian Women's Resource Exchange regionally. She is also Web Standards Coordinator at the Department of Learning Services, RMIT University.

Her work is focused around public access to Internet and communication technologies. She is co-author and co-coordinator of the Asia Women's Electronic Network Training program which has to date run workshops for NGOs in the Philippines, Malaysia and regional workshops in South
Korea.

Justina has performed with the Malvern Symphony Orchestra, the Fierce Throat screaming choir and performs mix sets of soft footing tunes under the name, DJC. 
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